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Executive summary of amazon

Interested in starting your journey by machine learning? Want to understand the total cost of ownership (TCO) for the services you will need to build, train and implement the model? See why leading companies choose Amazon SageMaker to help them make machine learning models faster production at much less effort and at lower costs. Using Amazon SageMaker you can:
Scale to run thousands of ML experiments Increase productivity of data science teams up to 10x Lower TCO by 54% over 3 years Download Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Amazon SageMaker Executive Summary to learn how you can achieve a 54% lower TCO for building, training and implementing machine learning models. Competitive Strategy LB5206 Amazon.com Live
Case Study Table of Content Table of Content 2 Executive Summary 2 Corporate Culture 3 Industry Analysis through Porter's Five Forces 5 Competitors for amazon.com 8 SWOT Analysis of Amazon 9 Difficulties faced by Amazon.com 12 Competitive Strategies 12 Recommendations 14 General References 15 Executive Summary Amazon.com is a customer-focused company.
They put more effort into improving their system to make the customer experience more enjoyable so that it would continue to return to the website. Jeffery Bezos who is the founder Amazon.com the company after seeing internet usage increase rapidly. The company started in 1994. Bezos started managing... display more content... According to Bezos, the company is trying to
solve a very difficult problem by understanding how they can better serve the consumer and thus try to turn the problem into a direct problem. When Bezos started his business, there were various reviews about this business as they say they don't have their products but sell products from other companies, so they are a drag on innovation for other companies. There were many
negative reviews about the company that was posted on their website, but Benzos was not concerned about these comments. Acc to Bezos, amazon.com doesn't make money when they sell, but they make money when they help customers choose the products they want to buy. According to Bezos, as the company grew from nothing to a successful organization, you not only
figure out how to work, but also what to do. And this is what happens as the company grows from one many companies to a large company. So as the company grows, figure out different ways to convince consumers. (Gregory T. Huang. (2010)) Analysis of the industry through Porter's five forces Porters five forces will help us analyze the amazon.com said in. The five forces to be
analyzed will be • Threat of new entrants • Supplier bargaining power • Bargaining power of customers • Threat of replacement products • Intensity of rivalry among competitors The threat of new entrants The threat of entry is either low or Amazon. com is a customer-focused company. They put more effort into improving their system to make the customer's experience more
enjoyable so that it would continue website. Jeffery Bezos who is the founder of Amazon. com started this company after seeing internet usage increase rapidly. The company started in 1994. Bezos began doing business from a small office in Seattle, and the website was launched online in 1995. The main Bezos focus was to change the experience of buying a book from the
Internet with a more comfortable service. This concept proved so successful that it became the most successful online business. Amazon. com to date has gone through many whoops and falls. It is registered as the largest customer base with annual sales of billions of dollars. Now Amazon. com offers a very wide range of products. Anyone can buy any product of almost any
brand. Their company went through a difficult time between times when they were trying to compete with competitors such as Wal-Mart and eBay. But they were able to get out of it, but improving their service in line with customer experiences. They improved their strengths and worked on weaknesses to make customers experience more comfortable and interesting. Corporate
culture We don't always wonder what will happen in the next quarter, and we focus on optics, and we do those other things that make it difficult for some publicly traded companies to have the right strategy. (Jeff Bezos) Culture eats out breakfast strategy. (Book of The Ashamed Mitra, Travels of Entrepreneurs) (Ina Steiner. (2009)) Amazon's corporate culture. com differs to some
extent from other companies. When Benzos founded the company he made no attempt to follow the culture of any other company. Usually companies like to hire people who are experienced and not fresh from universities or colleges. But Benzos followed a different approach. He usually employed people who had no experience and had just left colleges and universities. And
Benzos follows this culture to this day. In the initial period of the company, Benzos did not like to follow the usual business practices. And because of that, there were bad decisions that were made. But despite all that Amazon. com has grown and made a brand name for itself. The main reason for this was the vision of Benzos and the hard work of other people. And the other thing
is that the company's timing was perfect, because it started at the beginning of the dot-com bubble. Amazon sells other people's products, or more accurately, comes up with the best ways to sell other people's products, says Brent Frei of Bellevue (Gregory T. Huang. (2010)) According to former Microsoftie, the Kindle is a means to sell other people's books. Mechanical Turk is a
way to improve data on the sale of other people's belongings. They rarely have a product line that competes with another product line that prevents innovation. (Gregory T. Huang. 2010)) Benzos describes Amazon's focus in his interviews. com on process management and different strategies. thoughts about the future are like the floor - usually people think about things that will
change over time, but he says we should focus on those things that never change. For example, customers want diversity in goods, not high prices, etc. And after 10 years this will still be true. According to Benzos, the company should not be focused on competitors, but on the customer. The main reason for this is that the internet is changing rapidly and therefore it is very
important to maintain a customer-oriented approach. And in this way, you always try to find different ways to please the customer no matter what your company is at the top of or not. According to Bezos, the company is trying to solve a very difficult problem by understanding how they can better serve the consumer and thus try to turn the problem into a direct problem. When
Bezos started his business, there were various reviews about this business as they say they don't have their products but sell products from other companies, so they are a drag on innovation for other companies. There were many negative reviews about the company that was posted on their website, but Benzos was not concerned about these comments. Access to Bezos,
Amazon. com doesn't make money when they sell, but they make money when they help customers choose the products they want to buy. According to Bezos, as the company grew from nothing to a successful organization, you not only figure out how to work, but also what to do. And this is what happens as the company grows from one many companies to a large company. So
as the company grows, figure out different ways to convince consumers. (Gregory T. Huang. (2010)) Industry analysis through Porter's five Porters five forces will help us analyze the Amazon industry. com is in. The five forces to be analysed will be • Threat from new entrants • Supplier bargaining power • Bargaining power of customers • Threat of replacement products • Intensity
of rivalry among competitors The threat of new entrants The threat of entry is either low or medium. Amazon started out as a armature company by both acquiring and acquiring partnerships between different Amazon companies. com come a long way to the position in which it is now located. In all these years, Amazon. com has worked with commission-based websites and there
are so many technology developments in the process. For some other companies establish that requires relationships with large companies. And also new entrants will require huge investments and an appropriate strategy to compete with the other side. Therefore, companies with new ones on the market will have a very difficult time due to demands and capital. Amazon when it
came to market, there was no other company with an online business, but now, if any other company wants to enter the same market, it will be tough competition because there are many other companies trying to do the same thing. EBay and Wal-Mart are competitors to Amazon, as they target only nih markets. eBay concentrates only on auction markets and Wal-Mart uses its
website for smaller purposes, but not shopping or other such things from the website. Therefore, Amazon has a realistic chance of focusing on those areas of the e-commerce market that have not yet been used and will only be small players who will compete. (Thinking was easy. (2008)) Supplier and customer power and the threat of replacing an existing product There is a very
low threat to supplier and customer power and low for product replacements. Because there aren't many online sales for the retail industry, therefore companies like Amazon in this industry have the upper hand. These companies offer technology and internet retailers. And that's where traders have global exposure. There, companies that operate online are very useful customers
for suppliers, and especially for those who deal with products sold on global markets. Customers, whether merchants or pure customers using the same technology, are not interconnected. Therefore, their individual purchase is not so useful to companies, but their decisions on online sales depend on the convenience of the company. And therefore the cost of switching is very
dear to customers and there for very they have to buy the item when they need it. There is a threat to replace it is not so intense, but it cannot be ignored. (Thinking was easy. (2008)) Competition between different companies Competition between rivals can be very high or may also be medium. There are many competitors in this industry who are trying to capture markets either
through the start of one segment of the market or my attempt to cover all areas of the market. Amazon is a diverse company. The high cost of storing inventory in a warehouse, companies charge a lot of money. Therefore, companies sell products online to suppliers that reduce the cost of switching for customers by a huge amount. Companies with online businesses are slowly
eliminating middle people like suppliers, retailers because companies want money going to suppliers to add to their own profits. New entrants to this industry are basically concentrating on nis markets to start with some market share. Big companies compete with companies like Amazon. com and make alliances with Google and yahoo so that they can get more knowledge of the
market. Strategies in this rivalry between different companies are considered very valuable. Valuable.
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